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Entrex Capital Market, Inc (“the Entrex Capital Market” or “Entrex”) is offering a digital
token to provide investors access to the returns of the Entrex Market Index, the
composite index of the Entrex Capital Market. Backed by patented, blockchain-tradable*
TIGRcub® securities, TIGRtokens™ provide investors the potential for monthly revenueenhanced yield from a diversified basket of cash-flowing entrepreneurial companies.

THE TIGRcub® Certificate
Entrex was founded in 2001 to create a capital market system for the underserved “entrepreneurial sector,” defined as those companies with $5-250
million revenue whose capital needs are above the capabilities of friends and family but below the interests of Wall Street. The companies in this sector,
while typically profitable and cash-flowing, present unique challenges that constrain the issuance of traditional equity (or “stock”)—particularly issues
around valuation, liquidity and governance rights. To meet these challenges, Entrex built its market around the TIGRcub®, or “top-line income-generation
rights certificate,” a patented and blockchain-tradable* revenue-enhanced debt security that aligns the interests of the investor with the issuer.

ENTREX MARKET INDEX
The Entrex Market Index LLC is the composite index of the Entrex Capital Market. Each participating company has up to 10% of its TIGRcubs®
purchased by The Entrex Marker Index LLC (“EMI”) in order to create a diversified basket of monthly yield. Each issuer's TIGRcub® pays interest to
the composite index, with 99% of EMI revenue (GAAP Revenues for EMI are monthly distributions of underlying Company Issuer TIGRcub
Payments) distributed monthly to index investors.

THE TIGRtoken™
The TIGRtoken™ (TIGR) is an Ethereum ERC-20 compliant token and represents ownership of an EMI-issued TIGRcub®. TIGRtokens™ will be
offered to accredited investors in accordance with federal and state securities laws. Each TIGRtoken™ provides access to the returns of the Entrex
Market Index, which buys each TIGRcub® offering on a pari-passu basis, providing investors the potential for monthly revenue-enhanced yield from a
diverse basket of issuers. In 2017, the annualized rate of return produced by the Entrex Market Index was 12.19%**.

Economic Overview

Use of Proceeds
Proceeds from the sale of TIGRtokens™ may purchase up to
10% of all Entrex Capital Market TIGRcub® issuers.
TIGRcubs®, or “top line income generation rights certificates”, are
blockchain tradable*, revenue-enhanced debt securities, that
typically provide a monthly yield of base interest rate plus a
portion of the issuer’s prior-month revenue. Entrex eChain LLC
(“eChain”), the TIGRcub® payment and service provider, shall
distribute 99% of the monthly payments received by EMI from its
TIGRcub® holdings to EMI TIGRtoken™ holders each month.

Symbol
Current Offering

TIGR
$25,000,000

Token Price

$10,000

First Secondary Trade*

02-08-2018

Offering Launch

02-18-2018

Management
Mr. Stephen H. Watkins,
Chairman and CEO
Entrex Capital Market, Inc.
Mr. Watkins is an experienced entrepreneur who
has founded and grown several successful
information and business services companies;
including two separate billion dollar companies.

Mr. Rick Rochon
Chairman and CEO
Royal Palm Capital Partners
Mr. Rochon is an investor,
shareholder, Director and officer of
various public and private companies.

*TIGRcubs® are private securities, tradable leveraging Entrex’s eChain blockchain technology, subject to federal, state and local regulations. They are not traded publicly and are subject to holding period requirements prior to secondary
trading. They are only intended for investors who do not need a liquid investment and are capable of assessing the risks of i nvesting in TIGRcubs®. Investing in TIGRcubs® is subject to various risks that should be taken into consideration,
such as (but not limited to) market risk, liquidity risk, and risk of default. This document is not intended as a solicitation or offer to sell TIGRcubs®.
**The annualized average rate of return is based on TIGRcubs® issued since January 2017. An investor should not rely on past performance as an indication of future performance. TIGRcub® values and returns will fluctuate.
Entrex Market Index, LLC, Entrex Capital Market, Inc., Entrex eChain LLC, and any affiliates (collectively, “Entrex”) do not purport to and do not, in any fashion, provide tax, accounting, actuarial, recordkeeping, legal, or any related services.
Entrex is not an investment adviser, and is not registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission or any state regulator. Entrex is not a registered broker-dealer and is not regulated by the Financial Industry Regulatory Association
(FINRA). You should consult your advisors with respect to these areas and the material presented herein. You may not rely on the material contained herein.

